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some pronounce it with I also when it is conjoined

with a following word ; saying, 01 ; [as we

generally find it written in books ;] but this is of

a bad dialect: (TA:) [this last assertion, however,

requires consideration ; for the dial, here said to

be bad is that of Temeem, accord, to what here

follows :] the Basrees hold that the pronoun con

sists of the • and the {j, and that the [final] I is

redundant, because it is suppressed in a case of

conjunction with a following word ; but the

Koofees hold that the pronoun is composed of all

the three letters, because the I is preserved in a

case of conjunction with a following word in the

dial, of Temeem. (Marginal note in a copy of

the Mughnee.) [Accord, to Az,] it is best to say

♦ 01 in a case of pause ; and ♦ &\ in a case of

conjunction with a following word, as in wJju O'

[/ did that] ; but some of the Arabs say,

Jli oJjw ~ 01 ; and some make the ,J quiescent

in a case of this kind, though this is rare, saying,

C-i* [I sa*d ; and Kuda'ah prolong

the former I, saying, 4J1* * ^t. (T.) [Accord, to

J,] 1 01 is a pronoun denoting the speaker alone,

and is made to end invariably with fet-h to dis-

tinguish it from the particle ^1 which renders the

aor. mansoob ; the final I being for the purpose of

showing what is the vowel in a case of pause ; but

when it occurs in the middle [or beginning] of a

sentence, it is dropped, except in a bad dialect.

(S.) [Accord, to ISd,] ♦ ^1 is a noun denoting

the speaker ; and in a case of pause, you add I at

the end, [saying 1 01,] to denote quiescence ; (M;)

[or] it is better to do this, though it is not always

done : (TA :) but it is said, on the authority of

Ktr, that there are five dial. vars. of this word ;

j & ' ' . * t . 't . , — at

namely, cJlxi " ^1, and " 01, and " and

and * 4jt, all mentioned by IJ ; but there is some

weakness in this : IJ says that the « in ™ cut may

be a substitute for the t in 01, because the latter

is the more usual, and the former is rare ;

or it may be added to show what is the vowel,

like the I, and be like the » in d^U^t and

<suj!__».. (M.) For the dual, as well as the pi.,

only i>a»j is used. (Az, TA.)_It is also a

pronoun denoting the person addressed, or spoken

to, by assuming the form " Oil [Thou, masc] ;

O being added to it as the sign of the person

0 t

addressed, (S, M, Mughnee, K,) and &\ being

the pronoun, (M, Mughnee, K,) accord, to the

general opinion ; (Mughnee, K ;) the two be

coming as one ; not that one is prefixed to the

other as governing it in the gen. case : (S :) and

at
so TC-ot, (S, M, Mughnee, K,) addressed to the

female : (S, M :) and * Ciif, (M, Mughnee, K,)

addressed to two ; not a regular dual, for were it

so it would be (J^U but like in U£j^£> :

♦ 0j&£' . £ jo Sj^>\ and (?, Mughnee, K,)

which are [respectively] the masc. and fem. pis.

(TA.)— To each of these the j) of comparison is

sometimes prefixed ; so that you say, ? 01^ OJI

[Thou art like me, or as I], and ♦ oJlia 01 [or

- at » - 1

CJl£a ,jl I am like thee, or as thou] ; as is

related on the authority of the Arabs ; for though

the J) of comparison is not prefixed to the [affixed]

0* * * at 'fit

pronoun, and you say, J->j£» C-JI but not ^a*z*j\,

yet the separate pronoun is regarded by them as

being in the same predicament as the noun; and

therefore the prefixing it to the latter kind of

pronoun is approved. (S.) It is said in the Book

of trj, by IKh, that there is no such phrase, in

o Ot

the language of the Arabs, as nor as

Si£s 01, except in two forged verses ; wherefore

» , it

Sb says that the Arabs, by saying LJL« and

- it 't ' ' •«

.iUL* 01, have no need of saying c~il and

jJl£» 01 : and the two verses are these :

* r&l • UO JUJI S£u *

[And but for the sense of shame, we had been like

them, or as they : and but for trial, or affliction,

they had been like us, or as we] : and

~ * - hi - 0 j * 0

[If thou art like me, or as I, verily I am like

thee, or as thou, in respect of her, or it, or them :

verily we, in respect of blame, are companions].

(TA.) Az mentions his having heard some of the

Benoo-Suleym say, [the latter word

being a compound of the pronoun C-jl, regularly

written separately, and the affixed pronoun

meaning Wait thou for me in thy place. (TA.)

== It is also a particle : and as such, it is—First,

a particle of the kind called ^jjutxc, rendering

the aor. mansoob : (Mughnee, K :) i. e., (TA,)

it combines with a verb [in this case] in the future

[or aor.] tense, following it, to form an equivalent

to an inf. n., and renders it mansoob : (S, TA :)

, >, it t I

you say, ja^Su jujl [I desire that thou stand,

or that thou wouldst stand, or that thou mayest

* * * j l

stand] ; meaning jyjl [/ desire thy stand

ing]. (S.) It occurs in two places: first, in that

of the inchoative, or in the beginning of a phrase,

so that it is in the place of a nom. case ; as in the

saying [in the Kur ii. 180], j-A. \^cyo3

[And that ye fast is better for you] ; (Mughnee,

j 1 1 .

K ;) i. e. ^CoU^ [your fasting], (TA.) And,

secondly, after a word denoting a meaning which

is not that of certainty : and thus it is in the place

of a nom. case ; as in the saying [in the Kur

lvii. 15], jayj^i £.t,B.7< ,jl \y*e\ ^jdi _^Jt

[Hath not the time that their hearts should be

come submissive, i. e. the time of their hearts'

becoming submissive, yet come unto those who have

believed ?] : and in the place of an accus. case ; as

in the saying [in the Kur x. 38], tjJk Uj

u' Olf*" [And this Kur-an is not such

that it might be forged; i.e., so in Bd

and Jel; and so in a marginal note to a copy of

the Mughnee, where is added, meaning ^JjZLe

forged] : and in the place of a gen. case; as in

the saying [in the Kur Ixiii. 10], i«j0 ,j1 J-J

O^oJt [Before that death come unto any

one ofyou ; i. e. before death's coming unto any

one ofyou]. (Mughnee, K.) Sometimes it makes

the aor. to be of the mejzoom form, (Mughnee,

K,) as some of the Koofees and AO have men

tioned, and as Lh has stated on the authority of

certain of the Benoo-S»b^ o/Babbeh ; (Mugh

nee ;) as in this verse :

• toil o'jJj J15' £ 'ij '

» w-isa. i J^-aJI UjO O' (JJ 'y^3 *

[T17(en we went away in the morning, the youths

ofourfamily, or people, said, Come ye, until that

the chase come to us, (i. e. until the coming of the

chase to ns,) let us collect firewood]. (Mughnee,

K.) And sometimes it is followed by an aor. of

the marfooa form ; as in the saying [in the Kur

ii. 233], accord, to the reading of Ibn-Moheysin,

icLopi j£j ^1 jljt (j-tJ [For him who desireth

that he may complete the time of sucking; i. e. the

completing thereof] ; (Mughnee, K ;) but this is

• t

anomalous, (I 'Ak p. 101, and TA,) or^I is here

it

a contraction of ^1 [for <u\] : (I 'Ak :) and in the

saying of the poet,

r j ^ 1/ m * • t * * * ~ » t

* (Ji* oln55 o' *

•*»- t •* • J •* 0 ft* •» d <•*

[That ye two convey, or communicate, to Asmd,

(inercy on you ! or woe to you /) from me, salu

tation, and that ye inform not any one] ; but the

• t

Koofees assert that ,jl is here [in the beginning

St t

of the verse] a contraction of ,jt, and anomalously

conjoined with the verb ; whereas the Basrees

• t

correctly say that it is ^1 which renders the aor.

mansoob, but is deprived of government by its

being made to accord with its co-ordinate U,

Z , o ,

termed *b tj~a* ; (Mughnee ;) or, as IJ says, on

0 t .

the authority of Aboo-'Alee, ^1 is here used by

- tit t m

poetic licence for U£it ; and the opinion of the

Baghdadees [and Basrees], that it is likened to

U, and therefore without government, is impro-

bable, because ^1 is not conjoined with a verb in

the present tense, but only with the preterite and

the future. (M.) When it is suppressed, the aor.

may be either mansoob or marfooa ; but the latter

is the better ; as in the saying in the Kur

J J 0 1 * lit* 1.»'0»£

[xxxix. 64], jutt ^jjj^oU 4l)l j-oul [Other than

God do ye bid me worship ?]. (S.) If it occurs

immediately before a preterite, it combines with

it to form an equivalent to an inf. n. relating to

past time ; being in this case without government:

' #J 0 t ' r 0 t

you say, (jl ■ji^.fcl [It pleased me that

thou stoodest] ; meaning thy standing that is past

pleased me : (S :) and thus it is used in the saying

[in the Kur xxviii. 82], lllii AT ^ ^1

[Were it not for that Ood conferredfavour upon

us; i. e., for God's having conferredfavour upon

us]. (Mughnee.) It is also conjoined with an

imperative ; as in the phrase mentioned by Sb,

»J 0 £ 0. J 0. '

*d\ [/ wrote to him, Stand; i. e.

7" wrote to him the command to stand] ; which

shows that AHei is wrong in asserting that when

ever it is conjoined with an imperative it is an

0 t

explicative [in the sense of ^1], and that in this

particu'ar instance the w> may be redundant,

which it cannot here be, because, whether re

dundant or notJSt is not put immediately before

anything but a noiS** or what may be rendered by

a noun. (Mughnee/^ — Secondly, it is a con-

J


